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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:20
So much has changed in the world keeps changing, nothing is decided. It's impossible to say what
will come to pass. Every outcome is circling and circling. But nothing comes in for a landing. If we
find a vaccine, if things return to normal, if we can keep our pollution levels down, my head is filled
with speculation. And the only answer I can trust is the one I can barely stand to hear. It's
impossible to know for sure, we'll just have to wait and see. Speculation nags, like a low grade
infection. But one good therapy seems to be fantasy. over coffee the other morning, I fantasized
that my husband and I were traveling alone together through the mountains of China. traveling
by train, and by bus, like we did in our 20s The air is warm, we talk and eat with kind strangers, the
world is safe again. Our children are home being expertly looked after. So Raph and I can lose
ourselves on these roads in these magnificent VISTAs. In another fantasy, the world enters a new
phase of peace and simplicity. Having lived for a time with less. We've lost our taste for access.
We share. We sit outside together talking under the stars. Today's poem is you can take off your
sweater I've made today warm by Paige Lewis. Sit on the park bench and shoe this mint leaf right
now. way above your head. Two men floating in a rocket ship are ignoring their delicate
experiments. Their buttons flashing red watching you to your meant. The men forget about their
gritty toothpaste about their fingers numb from lack of gravity. They see you and for the first time
since liftoff, think home. When they were boys, they were gentle and smart. One could tie string
around a fly without cinching it in half. One wrote tales of sailors who drowned after mistaking
the backs of whales for islands doesn't matter which man is which. They just quit their mission for
you. They're on their way down. You'll take both men, a winter husband and a summer husband.
Does it matter which is don't slump like that. Get up. We have so much work to do before. Wait,
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you're going the wrong way. Small wealth of a woman. This is not how we behave. Where are you
going? This world is already willing to give you anything. Do you want to know Latin? Okay, now,
everyone here knows Latin. Want inflatable deer? deer? I promise the winter. Summer children will
barely hurt, dear. I'm hurt that you would ever think I don't listen to you. I'm always listening. tame
your voice and turn around. The men are coming. They've traded everything for you. The jemmy
Starlight the click click click of the universe expanding. Stop. Aren't you known? Aren't you known
here? How can you be certain that anywhere else will provide more pears than you could ever
eat? Remember the sweet rot of it all. Come back. You forgot your sweater. What if there's
nothing there when you you don't have your sweater? What if it's cold.
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The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.
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